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As Covid-19 cases
rise, Kathmandu
Valley could see yet
another lockdown
Restrictions can’t be ruled out amid increasing risk of
virus spread and difficulty in contact tracing, officials say.
ARJUN POUDEL
KATHMANDU, AUG 1
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A man walks outside Jame Masjid in Kathmandu on the day of Eid al-Adha on Saturday. Mosques remained closed for prayers in an effort to help curb the spread of the coronavirus.

When disasters strike, police are the first
responders, but they are severely ill-equipped

Health officials have recommended
another lockdown in Kathmandu
Valley, as the risk of coronavirus
spread has risen several fold since the
end of nation-wide lockdown on July 21.
Thousands of people have been
entering the Valley every day from
across the country as well as from
India, and the number of people testing positive among them is growing.
“We cannot rule out another lockdown in the Valley if the number
of cases keeps rising at the current
rate,” an official at the Covid-19 Crisis
Management Center told the Post.
Officials at the Epidemiology
and Disease Control Division have
also recommended that the Health
Ministry impose another lockdown in
the Valley.
“The infection rate in the Valley
will go out of control if restrictions
are not reimposed,” said an official of
the Division on condition of anonymity because he was not authorised to
talk to the media.
Officials are especially worried
about the difficulty in contact tracing.
“We don’t know how many people they
met and which public vehicles they
boarded,” Dr Basudev Pandey, director at the Division, told the Post.

The Division has been unable to
trace the contact of several infected
people, including the mayor of Birgunj
Metropolitan City who is receiving
treatment in Kathmandu.
“Since his report came positive, he
has stopped responding to our
phone calls,” said an official at the
Division. “We are still unable to trace
his contacts.”
The Division has reported the situation in the Valley to the Health
Ministry. “Now it is up to them whether or not to recommend new restrictions,” said Pandey.
Lockdowns have already been reimposed in Biratnagar, Birgunj, Rajbiraj
and several other cities in districts
bordering India after new cases grew
at a rapid rate there since the lifting of
the lockdown.
On Saturday the Covid-19 management body directed the local administration of Kailali district to impose a
lockdown in Dhangadhi immediately.
Public health experts have warned
that Kathmandu Valley could be a new
hotspot for the coronavirus, as it is
densely populated, crowds are growing in public places and public movement is not regulated.
Moreover, the number of people
entering from hard-hit areas is growing every day.
>> Continued on page 2

Difficult geographic conditions make it even more difficult, necessitating more
local involvement in rescue and relief operations, experts and officials say.
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Experts say local capacity to deal with disasters should be enhanced as it takes time for
outside help to arrive.
SHUVAM DHUNGANA
KATHMANDU, AUG 1

On the night of July 9, when the phone
rang at around 2:30am at Myagdi
District Police Office, Inspector
Dhruba Sharma knew that it was a
call for rescue. It had been raining for
the past few days. Someone from the
other side said landslides had buried
around four houses in Dhaulagiri
Rural Municipality Ward 7, said
Sharma.
“As soon as we received the information, we set off to the site,” said
Sharma. “But it took us 24 hours to
reach there.”
The roads were blocked by landslide
debris and the police team lacked
equipment to clear them.
“All we were carrying were basic
tools like ropes, spades, hoes and sickle,” Sharma told the Post. “And only
an excavator could clear the roads. At
times, we can do nothing even after
reaching the site.”
Police are the first responders during accidents and natural disasters in
the country. But they are so illequipped that at times they cannot

reach the incident site on time—like
in Myagdi’s case.
“The Nepal Army and the Armed
Police Force are mobilised in disaster
response only when the police’s rescue and relief efforts prove to be
insufficient,” said Gyannath Dhakal,
chief district officer for Myagdi, who
also heads the disaster management
committee like other CDOs do in their
districts.
Sharma and his team finally
reached
Dhaulagiri
Rural
Municipality Ward 7 on July 10. Police
recovered 29 bodies on that day across
the district.
The police were supported by the
Nepal Army and the Armed Police
personnel.
Every monsoon, different parts of
the country witness dozens of floods
and landslide incidents.
As per the Nepal Disaster Risk and
Management Act-2017, local federal
units undertake the task of disaster
management.
“But we do not have trained manpower to execute rescue works and we
have to turn to the district, provincial
and federal governments who have the
power to deploy security personnel to disaster sites,” said Sam
Bahadur Grabuja, chairman of
Annapurna Rural Municipality
in Myagdi.
The police department does
have specially trained personnel
for disaster rescue in every
province. “Over 1,000 personnel
are specially trained for such
rescue operations,” said Deputy
Inspector
General
Niraj
Bahadur Shahi, spokesman for
the Nepal Police.

But just the training is not enough;
equipment is equally important,
according to police personnel involved
in rescue operations.
“Our security personnel must be
applauded for the efforts they put in to
save lives and recover bodies despite
potential risks to their own lives,”
said Anil Pokharel, chief operating
officer of the National Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management Authority,
the federal body established in
December 2019 as per the 2017 Act. The
Authority replaces the Disaster and
Conflict Management Division at the
Ministry of Home Affairs which earlier oversaw all the disaster-related rescue and recovery efforts across the
country.
“Remoteness is the main issue,”
said Pokharel.“Even after knowing
about the incident, we fail to reach the
incident site in time due to geographic
and weather conditions.”
Pokharel concedes that there is a
shortage of equipment.
“We also need advanced equipment.
For example, bodies may have been
buried in debris but the exact location
of the body cannot be ascertained
without a scanning device,” said
Pokhrel. “Imagine the pain of a family
while it is waiting for a body to be recovered or if a body is never recovered.”
Compared to Nepal Police, the
Army and the Armed Police Force
have more trained personnel.
According to Brigadier General
Santosh Ballav Poudel, spokesperson
for the Nepal Army, the national
defence force has around 5,000 personnel who are specially trained for all
kinds of rescue operations. The Army
is also better equipped than Nepal
Police. It has lifeboats and its own
firefighting engines.
Deputy Inspector General Prabin
Kumar Shrestha, spokesperson for the
Armed Police Force, said the APF has
3,000 trained personnel, including
divers. The APF also has a Disaster
Management Training Centre in
Kathmandu which imparts training
on relief and rescue operations to the
personnel.
“Coordination among the security
forces has never been an issue during
the times of disaster,” said Pokharel.
“When it comes to capacity building,
we certainly fall behind.”
While response to disasters is key,
the more important aspect is preparedness and risk minimisation, says
experts and authorities.
“We need to focus more on preparedness than response,” said Madhukar
Upadhya, a climate change adaptation
expert. “For example, we need weather forecasts to be as precise as possible, we need to take the local knowledge of where landslides and floods
are likely to happen and warn communities accordingly.”
>> Continued on page 2
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As Covid-19 cases rise,
Kathmandu Valley could ...

Security lapses uncovered in last
week’s gold smuggling case
Investigations reveal two police constables let go three smugglers who were later arrested in Nawalparasi.
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Police said they had recovered 15 kg gold on Tuesday, only to later backtrack and say that only 500 grams of the metal was gold.
SHUVAM DHUNGANA
KATHMANDU, AUG 1

Investigators have unravelled a series
of security lapses, double-dealings
and corruption intent on the part of
law enforcement officers in the recent
gold smuggling case in the Capital.
Tuesday’s incident, in which police
said it had recovered 15 kg gold only to
later backtrack and say that only 500
gram of the recovered metal was gold
and the rest gold-plated silver bars, is
under investigation by a committee
formed by the Metropolitan Police
Office, Ranipokhari.
The committee’s investigation is
already turning into a damning indictment of police-criminal nexus, with
three officers, including a deputy
superintendent of police, being treated as suspects for allegedly letting off
the smugglers, deliberately misinforming superiors and hiding a portion of the recovered gold.
“We became suspicious soon after
the incident was reported because the
smugglers had somehow managed to
flee leaving the ‘gold’ behind,” said
Shyam Lal Gyawali, senior superin-

tendent of police and chief of
Kathmandu Metropolitan Police
Range.
The case became even more intriguing when a police team, led by deputy
superintendent of police Ranjan
Kumar Dahal of Durbarmarg Police
Circle, that recovered the 500 gram
gold gave conflicting accounts of the
incident.
An internal investigation was called
for by the Nepal Police to ascertain the
actual circumstances under which the
whole drama unfolded. The investigation committee, led by SSP Sushil
Kumar Yadav, found several security
lapses and police involvement in the
incident.
“The investigation revealed that the
incident which was earlier claimed to
have taken place in Kamaladi had
actually happened in Sundhara,” said
an investigative officer on condition
of anonymity. “The revelation was
enough to put DSP Dahal, Constable
Bahadur Singh Kadayat and Constable
Prasanna Shrestha under suspicion.”
The committee also found that
Kadayat and Shrestha, who had
claimed that the smugglers had

thrown the bag containing gold bars
before fleeing, had in fact let the smugglers flee after seizing the bag at an
overhead pedestrian crossing at
Sundhara.
The investigation also found that it
was Kadayat who, while patrolling his
beat, had first received a tip about the
gold smuggling plan. Kadayat had
shared the information with his colleague Shrestha and his superior DSP
Dahal.
Kadayat and Shrestha, according to
the investigating officer, had intercepted the smugglers’ vehicle at
Sundhara on Tuesday and took the
person to the overhead pedestrian
crossing where there are no CCTV
cameras and confiscated the bag.
The two constables are also being
investigated for lying to their superior, DSP Dahal, and hiding one of the
gold bars, which was recovered from
Shrestha’s rented room on Friday.
Meanwhile, Dahal has been accused
of keeping the entire operation to
himself. “Dahal did not inform about
the
operation
to
Kathmandu
Metropolitan Police Range, which was
his biggest fault,” said Gyawali.

Dahal has been recalled to the Nepal
Police Academy following the scandal.
The constable duo, Kadayat and
Shrestha, has been suspended for
their alleged involvement in the case.
The Metropolitan Police Range,
Kathmandu, in coordination with the
Metropolitan Crime Division, has so
far arrested altogether nine persons
in connection with the case.
Police have also recovered the car
used by the smugglers at an under-construction house in Nakhipot, Lalitpur.
“After hiding the car, the smugglers
had fled to Nawalparasi by taking a
taxi. They have been arrested since,”
said the investigating officer.
The arrested suspects have been
identified as Dewan Patel, 50, Bijay
Patel, 40, and Nilesh Sakhiya, 40, from
Nawalparasi.
Based on the statements of the
three suspects, police have arrested
six more people, including two police
officers.
This is not the first time Nepal
Police has been caught in a gold smuggling scandal. In a major smuggling
case, 33.5 kgs of the yellow metal had
‘disappeared’ mysteriously from
Kathmandu airport in November 2017.
A high-level committee was formed
to probe the scam and the subsequent
murder of Sanam Shakya which had
found involvement of at least nine
on-duty police personnel and some
former police officials.
Former police officials believe that
police get involved in such corruption
practice and abuse their power when
they realise they can earn a hefty
amount without taking much risk.
“But when some officers abuse their
power for their own benefit, it
degrades the whole organisation
image,” said Hemanta Malla, former
deputy inspector general.
“This is why police promptly conduct internal investigation whenever
there seems to be lapses in investigation or police corruption in criminal
cases,” he added.
“If we get to know about a controversial investigation, we form another
team which replaces the previous
team to investigate into the case
impartially,” said SSP Kuber Kadayat,
Nepal Police spokesman.
“If we had continued to take the
word of the two constables all this
would not have been revealed,” said
Gyawali
of
the
Kathmandu
Metrop0litian
Police
Range.
“Investigations are continuing and we
are trying to ascertain how much was
involved.”

>> Continued from page 1
In 24 hours from 3 pm Friday to 3 pm
Saturday, over 7,500 people entered
Kathmandu Valley using emergency
vehicles, food trucks, fruits and vegetable trucks and taking special passes
from the local administration, according to the Crisis Management Center.
“Most of the new infections are
found among the people coming from
the Tarai,” the official said. “Of the 70
persons who tested positive in the
Valley on Thursday, 65 were recent
arrivals.”
According to Dr Samir Adhikari,
joint-spokesperson for the Health
Ministry, there must be strict restrictions on people from entering
Kathmandu Valley.
A surveillance study, based on the
swabs of 10,000 people who entered the
Valley last week, by the Health
Ministry showed that 0.7 percent of
the people coming into the Valley are
infected with the coronavirus.
“All samples are yet to be tested but
0.7 percent of the samples tested so far
have come positive, which is alarming,” Dr Adhikari told the Post. “This
rate of infection could rise after the
results of all the samples.”
As of Saturday, 572 people have tested positive in Kathmandu Valley, 119
of them since the lockdown was lifted,
according to the Health Ministry.
The Health Ministry said that 315
new positive cases were found across
the country on Saturday, taking the
total tally to 20,086. There have been 56
deaths so far.
Authorities have been allowing
people coming from the disease-hit
areas to go directly to their homes in
the Valley.
“Even people who are later found to
have tested positive are allowed to go
home, as test results only come after
five days,” said the Division official.
Maintaining quarantine centres is

the responsibility of local units but
there are no quarantine centres
in Kathmandu Metropolitan City,
according to Bidya Sundar Shakya,
the mayor.
“It generally takes three weeks to
know how much the disease has
spread in society after the end of lockdown,” Dr Sher Bahadur Pun, chief of
the Clinical Research Unit at Sukraraj
Tropical and Infectious Disease
Hospital in Teku, said.

Health Ministry said
315 positive cases
were found across
country on Saturday.
“The situation might become more
alarming than what is anticipated
by the Health Ministry officials
now. Detection of 0.7 percent positive
cases in the random sampling of
people entering the Valley is a
serious thing.”
The Health Ministry has also recommended reimposing the odd-even
rule for public as well as private vehicles. Even before the lockdown was
ended on July 21, the government had
allowed the movement of private vehicles under the odd-even rule.
Meanwhile, the Home Ministry has
prohibited people from entering the
Valley in the night time (7 pm to 7 am)
from July 30.
Umakanta Adhikari, joint-spokesperson for the Ministry of Home
Affairs, said a decision on next moves
to contain the spread of the virus will
be taken soon.
“We will take appropriate decisions
from a high-level meeting after assessing the risk,” Adhikari told the Post.

When disasters strike, police ...
>> Continued from page 1
According to Upadhya, risk information comes from historical knowledge
of local conditions and high science.
“But local bodies do not have access
to high science and this is where the
federal and provincial governments
need to step in,” said Upadhya. “Any
disaster is first and foremost a local
event and the locals are the first
responders and the ones affected.”
Pokharel said since local people
have to respond to disasters before
security forces arrive, they also need
some basic training.
“Therefore our efforts in capacity

building will focus on training volunteers who can work together with
security forces,” said Pokharel.
“We want to have about 50 trained
volunteers at every ward across the
country. This, however, will take
time.”
For now, local people have to rely on
the ill-equipped police to arrive whenever a disaster strikes.
“We need rain suits, boots and helmets for our safety and ladders and
electric-powered cutters to cut
through debris,” said Inspector
Sharma. “However, we lack such
equipment.”

Set up a mechanism for ensuring migrant
workers wages, labour rights activists say
A large number of workers have returned home unpaid with no guarantee of being paid.
CHANDAN KUMAR MANDAL
KATHMANDU, AUG 1

As a large number of migrant workers
have become victims of wage theft in
the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic,
migrant rights activists and trade
union representatives have demanded
the setting up of transitional
justice mechanisms to ensure workers
are paid.
After Covid-19 rendered tens of
thousands of Nepali migrant workers
jobless, leaving them with no option
but to return home, a majority of
them had to suffer wage theft—denial
of their hard-earned wages.
“We need a mechanism in place to
ensure that workers’ wages are paid
before they head back home,” said
Laxman Basnet, general secretary of
the South Asian Regional Trade Union
Council. “Their dues should be cleared
in the country of destination. If they
are not paid before their departure, a
grievance recording and hearing
mechanism should exist at the local
level too.”
According to worker rights activists, these workers have faced problems like ill-treatment, fear of infection and being stranded in foreign
countries as they go unpaid when they
board flights back home.
Being unpaid is one of the biggest
issues faced by migrant workers.
“Even before Covid-19, this was the
biggest challenge. Workers were
either not paid fully or not paid at all.
The problem has grown exponentially
with the pandemic,” said William
Gois, a regional coordinator for the
Migrant Forum in Asia, a regional
network of migrants’ organisations.
“They are abandoned by their countries of origin or destinations where
they work. It’s not about telling them
that they have not done anything but
what they have done in ensuring their
rights are not adequate.”
Labour rights activists have
demanded the establishment of
transitional justice mechanisms,
such as an International Claims
Commission which will address the
issues of wage theft which has arisen
after the pandemic.
“Many workers will be coming back
without wages. The system in the
country of origin was not responding

to the volume of cases of wage theft
earlier,” said Gois. “We have to recognise that there is a problem and we
have to call for the reform of the justice system.”
Nepali workers, who have been
returning home after the government
decided to bring them back in a repatriation drive, have also returned
without their salaries. A directive
which was introduced to repatriate
stranded workers at the government’s
expense has addressed some issues of
wage theft but some issues still
remain, according to rights activists.
“The directive has at least addressed
the issue of data collection on migrant
workers not being paid. There should
be a fast track clearance mechanism
so that they could be paid earlier,” said
Shom Luitel, a lawyer who was also a
member of the directive formulation
team.
“The two application forms attached
in the directive note whether these
workers were paid. This data can be
utilised for providing them with their
unpaid salaries. However, the first
option should be handling their due
wages in the destination country
itself.”
Gois suggested that unpaid workers
should be paid by the government of
the labour destination in advance so
that these workers would not have to

return home penniless and then wait
for their salaries.
“The host nation can always claim
it back from the employer. Sometimes,
some philanthropist organisations
can also pay workers if the companies
have financially collapsed,” said Gois.
“Employers will ultimately rise back
when the situation becomes normal or
with the government injection provided to cope up with the hard time, but
the workers may not as they are being
repatriated.”
Both the labour destination and origin countries should be made accountable for clearing the dues of the
migrant workers who have often
invested a hefty amount for their overseas jobs. According to labour rights
activists, Nepali missions should start
registering workers’ grievances if
they were not paid their wages and
other perks before they are repatriated or when they land at the airport or
stay in quarantine.
“Dues clearance is not only for
migrant workers, but a country like
Nepal, which is dependent on the
remittance sent by workers, also needs
to calculate the loss of remittance if
these workers are not paid,” said
Gois. “This is not the money given
as support by any country but the
hard-earned money of poor migrant
workers.”
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Labour rights activists have demanded the establishment of transitional justice mechanisms
that will address the issues of wage theft affecting migrant workers.
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Excavators parked at the construction site of a dry port in Chobhar, Kathmandu, as seen from Khokana on Saturday.

Over 70,000 youth entrepreneurs to
benefit from reduced interest rate on loans
PRITHVI MAN SHRESTHA
KATHMANDU, AUG 1

Youth entrepreneurs who have
received or are in line to receive credit
under the government’s Youth SelfEmployment Programme will be
happy to know that the interest rate
on loans has been slashed from the
existing 10 percent to 8 percent.
A board meeting of the Youth and
Small
Entrepreneurs
SelfEmployment Fund held last month
decided to reduce the interest rate for
borrowers effective from July 16. The
fund channelises its resources to
entrepreneurs aged from 18-50 years
through banks and financial institutions and cooperatives.
The decision follows moves by the
government and the central bank to
ensure that firms and people hit hard
by the Covid-19 pandemic have access
to funds at a lower interest rate.
“The reduced interest rate is applicable to outstanding loans and loans
that will be extended after the beginning of the new fiscal year 2020-21,”
said Narayan Dutta Devkota, chief of
the monitoring department and officiating executive director of the fund.
The cut in the interest rate will benefit more than 70,000 people who have
gone into business for themselves
after getting credit under the programme and potential borrowers.
According to the fund, as many as
72,789 people have become self-em-

ployed under the programme with
more than 6,500 new entrepreneurs
joining the scheme in fiscal 2019-20.
The government has aimed to create 12,000 new jobs in the current fiscal year 2020-21 as one of the key
focuses of the budget is to boost
employment.
The fund has issued nearly Rs5 billion in loans and recovers over Rs1.5
billion in repayment instalments
every year, according to officials.
Ram Kumar Phuyal, a board member of the fund, told the Post that the
interest rate was reduced to make
credit under the programme attractive to potential borrowers as interest
rates under other credit schemes have
also come down to support Covid-19affected sectors.
“As the budget seeks to generate
large employment under the Youth
Self-Employment Programme, it was
necessary that more people receive
credit under this scheme,” he said.
Targeted groups get loans at a maximum interest rate of 5 percent under
the government’s subsidised loan
scheme. The central bank has ordered
each commercial bank and development bank to extend at least 500 and
300 such loans respectively through
the monetary policy. The central bank
provides refinancing facilities enabling targeted sectors to get loans
through banks and financial institutions at 3-5 percent interest.
While credit up to Rs200,000 per

person is available under the Youth
Self-Employment Programme, credit
up to Rs50 million per person is available under the Subsidised Loan
Scheme, depending on the category of
borrowers. Devkota said that the real
interest rate under the Youth SelfEmployment Programme
is still
lower than the Subsidised Loan
Scheme due to the interest subsidy
that the fund provides to borrowers.
“Under our programme, youth
entrepreneurs get a subsidy of 60 percent on the interest they pay. This
means a borrower effectively pays less
than 4 percent interest,” said Devkota.
According to him, credit is provided
against the project’s collateral coupled
with a collective guarantee of the family members. There is also the provision of insurance for borrowers under
which the insurance company repays
the loan in case the borrower dies or is
permanently disabled and the project
suffers. The government pays the
insurance premium.
The subsidised credit scheme issues
subsidised loans at 5 percent interest
to farmers, educated youths, returnees from foreign employment, women
entrepreneurs, Dalits, earthquake
affected people and people from
deprived communities. They can borrow from Rs300,000 to Rs50 million
depending on category. They can also
get loans up to a certain amount by
putting up the project itself or their
academic certificate as collateral.
C M Y K
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Rs 1 million in relief for family
of deceased Chepang man

BRIEFING
Three people infected
with dengue

RAMESH KUMAR PAUDEL

LAMJUNG: Three people have tested
positive for dengue in Lamjung.
According to Hemanta Shrestha,
chief at Lamjung Community
Hospital, three patients, aged 17 to 29,
from different wards of Besisahar
Municipality were diagnosed with the
disease on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. Cases of dengue has been on
the rise in various parts of the country during the summer.

CHITWAN, AUG 1

Shortage of petroleum
products in Mustang
MYAGDI: Mustang is reeling under a
shortage of petroleum products after
vehicular movement along the BeniJomsom road section was obstructed
due to multiple landslides.
Transportation of daily essentials,
including petroleum products and
food grains, has come to a halt since
mid-July, according to the Mustan
District Administration Office. More
than a dozen road sections in
Galeshwor and Ghansa have been
swept away this monsoon, authorities
said.

Prohibitory order issued in Bara
BARA: The district administration
office in Bara has imposed a prohibitory order in busy market places and
industrial areas in the district from
Sunday morning. The indefinite prohibitory order will be enforced in the
Birgunj-Pathlaiya industrial area,
Bara section of the East-West
Highway Postal Highway, Kalaiya and
Jitpur Simara sub-metropolis. “We
decided to issue the prohibitory order
following an increment in cases of
Covid-19 in Bara and Parsa,” said
Chief District Officer Rudra Prasad
Pandit.

17 more personnel infected
with Covid-19 in Ilam
ILAM: Seventeen more Armed Police
Force (APF) personnel stationed in
Ilam Bazaar tested positive for Covid19 on Saturday. With this, the number
of APF personnel who have contracted the disease in Ilam has climbed to
27. The battalion where the infected
were stationed has been sealed off
from Saturday and all personnel have
been quarantined. Authorities have
also asked local residents of the town
to remain vigilant.
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A pile of boulders encroaches on a road at Chyasal in Lalitpur on Saturday.

A written agreement has been drafted
to provide Rs1 million in relief to the
family of Raj Kumar Chepang, who
died on July 22 from what is believed
to be the injuries inflicted by army
personnel after he was caught inside
Chitwan National Park.
Following a meeting held at the
District Administration Office on
Friday evening, the park agreed
to provide Rs 700,000 and the Rapti
Municipal Office agreed to provide
Rs 300,000 to the bereaved family.
On Saturday, Bishnulal Chepang,
Raj Kumar’s father, received the body
of his son in Kathmandu.
However, the agreement does not
mention a specific date for the family
to receive the relief.
“I wasn’t sure whether to go receive
the body or not. But I am going to take
the body of my son, believing that the
agreement was reached in the pres-

ence of the people’s representatives
and officials of
the District
Administration Office will be implemented,” said Bishulal.
Friday’s meeting also agreed to conduct an impartial investigation into
the incident and punish the guilty. The
park assured the family that it would
fund Raj Kumar’s infant daughter’s
education upto grade 12 and repair
their house.
On July 26, Bharatpur Hospital had
sent Raj Kumar’s body to Kathmandu
for post-mortem. However, last
Monday, after the completion of the
post-mortem, the family refused to
receive the body and returned to
Chitwan.
Nepal Army personnel have been
accused of fatally assaulting 24-yearold Raj Kumar Chepang of Rapti
Municipality-2 on July 16.
On July 24, a complaint was filed at
the District Police Office, claiming
that Raj Kumar was tortured by the
army, and this led to his death.

Officials trade blame as virus spreads in Capital
Mayor Shakya passes the buck to central authorities, who say local governments need to act more responsibly to contain the spread of coronavirus.
ANUP OJHA
KATHMANDU, AUG 1

Last Saturday, after five members of a
family that owns a business in
Mahaboudha in central Kathmandu
tested positive for Covid-19, it was
revealed that a 24-year-old member
had returned to Kathmandu three
weeks ago from India.
On Wednesday another shop owner,
a 35 -year-old-man from the same locality was diagnosed with Covid-19. On
Friday his wife, 31, was also found to
have been infected.
However, members of the public
continue to throng the neighbourhood, one of most crowded business
hubs in the city. It’s even impossible
for people to walk in the inner alleys
without touching another person. The
situation in Mahaboudha has worried
many people about their own safety,
but authorities are blaming one another instead of trying to address the
looming threat.
Although the number of Covid-19
cases has increased at an alarming

rate in the capital, there seems to be a
huge gap in coordination between the
metropolitan city and the federal and
central governments.
As of Saturday afternoon 420 cases
of Covid-19 have been reported in
Kathmandu district alone. The number of positive cases in Lalitpur and
Bhaktapur are 95 and 56 respectively.
“These days, we aren’t doing anything ,” said Chinayaman Bajracharya,
chairman of Ward No. 27, which also
includes Mahaboudha. “When the
first case was diagnosed on Saturday,
we had asked the district administration office to seal off this area, but
they said they were holding a meeting
on the matter,” said Bajracharya.
“But it’s been a week now. Nothing
has been done. We see crowds gather
all the time here.”
The Epidemiology and Disease
Control Division on Tuesday collected
302 samples from Mahaboudha area
with the help of the Urban Health
Division
of
the
Kathmandu
Metropolitan City and only one case
of Covid-19 came on Friday. However,

Dr Sher Bahadur Pun, virologist at
the Sukraraj Hospital, Teku, doubts
that everyone who has come into contact with the infected was tested for
the virus.
If a person is found infected in an
area that sees huge crowds, it is difficult to trace people who might have
come into contact with the infected, he
said. “The area might trigger a community-level transmission of Covid-19
as many people don’t wear masks and
it’s Valley’s most crowded place.”
Kathmandu Metropolitan City
doesn’t have a single quarantine centre, nor is it prepared to deal with a
possible community-level transmission of the disease.
Commenting on the negligence on
the part of both the local and central
governments, virologist Pun said the
risk of a community transmission
was ever increasing. “That new cases
of Covid-19 are being reported in
crowded neighbourhoods such as
Mahaboudha is obviously not a good
sign,” said Pun. In addition to that, 72
personnel
at
Nepal
Police

Headquarters in Kathmandu have
been diagnosed with Covid-19.
Dr Basudev Panday, director at the
Epidemiology and Disease Control
Division blames the local government
for not taking the right steps.
“We had a meeting with the Mayor
Bidya Sundar Shakya, he was reluctant to operate quarantine centres-the only way to stop infected people
from spreading Covid-19,” said Panday.
“Those who enter Kathmandu must
be kept in quarantine, they should not
be allowed to go home,” said Panday.
According to the Metropolitan Traffic
Police Division, every day over 5,000
people are entering the Valley from
different routes.
The division said that of the 118
Covid-19 cases reported in Kathmandu
between July 24-29 36 were detected
from those coming into Kathmandu
from outside.
Mayor Shakya, meanwhile, blames
the central and provincial governments for the situation.
“The federal and central governments are allowing hundreds of peo-

ple from different infected areas to
enter Kathmandu. How can we locate
them and place them in quarantine?”
asked Shakya. When asked why the
city doesn’t have a single quarantine
center, Shakya said the city has told
those who need to be quarantined to
stay home.
After a surge in Covid-19 cases in
the Valley, the Ministry of Home
Affairs decided to ban the entry of
vehicles into the Kathmandu Valley
between 7pm to 7am last week,
Mayor Shakya also alleged that people from India and different parts of
the Terai were entering the city on
ambulances, and other vehicles and
bringing Covid-19 with them.
“The central government should
have made a provision of checking the
health condition of infected persons
from the district where they came
from, but it’s allowing everyone to
enter,” said Shakya.
“The ministry of Home Affairs and
the Ministry of Health should have
done better,” Mayor Shakya told the
Post.

Lack of ventilators in Province 2 hospitals
contributes to Covid-19-related deaths
Although the Janakpur government in April decided to purchase 50 ventilators for
government hospitals in the province, the decision is yet to be implemented.
AJIT TIWARI
JANAKPUR, AUG 1

On Sunday, a 38-year-old man from
Sahidnagar in Dhanusha was taken
to the Janakpur-based Provincial
Hospital after he reported having
Covid-19-like symptoms—high fever,
common cold and difficulty in
breathing.
Doctors at the hospital started his
treatment in the emergency unit for
heart and lung ailments and also collected his swab samples for PCR test.
The patient needed immediate ventilator support, according to the doctors at the hospital, but all three ventilators were in use at the time.
“The patient was then referred to
Dharan-based BP Koirala Institute of
Health Sciences following requests
from his family members,” said
Nagendra Yadav, medical superintendent at the Provincial Hospital.
The man died on the way to the
hospital.
“Following his death, the man’s
PCR report came back positive,” said
Yadav. His family members now blame
the hospital for his death, as it could
not manage a ventilator on time.
The man had crossed into India a
few days ago to buy chemical fertilisers, according to family members.
Currently, there are only seven
ventilators in Province 2’s government hospitals—three in Janakpur
Provincial Hospital and four in
Narayani Hospital in Birgunj.

Although the provincial government
in April had reached the decision to
purchase 50 ventilators for government hospitals, the decision is yet to
be implemented.
On April 19, a Cabinet meeting had
permitted Rs 680 million budget for
the purchase of 50 ventilators and
other essential medical equipment
required to fight Covid-19.
The Ministry of Social Development
had to purchase 50 ventilators, two
PCR machines, PPEs, sanitisers,
masks, gloves and other medical items
from the allocated budget. The government had planned to distribute five
ventilators each to six districts of
Province 2 and send 10 ventilators
each to Janakpur and Birgunj.
On Sunday night, Chief Minister of
Province 2 Lal Babu Raut called for an
immediate meeting in Janakpur following the death of the 38-year-old
man. He asked Dinesh Thakur, acting
secretary of the Ministry of Social
Development, to furnish an explanation to the delay in the purchase of
ventilators. A secretary of the province who was present at the meeting
but was not authorised to speak to the
media said Thakur did not have an
answer.
“People have started to die due to
lack of ventilators. The government
had allocated the necessary budget to
purchase ventilators but they were
not bought on time. This is shameful,”
the secretary quoted Raut as saying in
the meeting. According to him, the
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Currently, three of seven ventilators available in Province 2 are with the provincial hospital.

officials of the Ministry of Social
Development and Provincial Health
Supply Division blamed each other for
the delay in the procurement process.
Dr Pramod Yadav, chief at the supply division, said his office had invited
a tender for the purchase of ventilators on June 19 and started the process
for the purchase on June 29.
“But Ram Prasad Ghimire, the secretary of the Ministry of Social
Development, got transferred and we
couldn’t complete the procurement
process as decided by mid-July,” he
said. “If the process starts now, we can
make the purchase within 15 days.”
Meanwhile, Dr Ramkewal Sah, a
member of the expert group formed
for Covid-19 prevention and control in
Province 2, said, “All eight districts of
Province 2 share an open border with
India. The rate of coronavirus infection in Bihar in India is growing at an
alarming rate. The effect of the rise in
cases there can be seen in Province 2.”
According to him, it has become
increasingly necessary to reimpose
complete lockdown in the province.
“Prohibitory orders do not work
well here. The province needs to go
under lockdown again,” he said.
Prohibitory orders have been
imposed in Rajbiraj and Birgunj from
July 23 and July 25 respectively following a resurgence of coronavirus cases
in these cities.
Sah also stressed the need for hospitals in the province to be well-equipped
with ventilators to minimise the loss
of lives due to Covid-19.
“Around 50 ventilators should be
kept on standby. Number of symptomatic cases are surging and the death
rate has increased in the province.
The only fully equipped hospital is in
Dharan,” he said. “It is necessary to
manage human resources and medical
equipment to start ventilator services
in the hospitals of Province 2 as well.”
According to the provincial
Ministry of Social Development, 18
Covid-19-related deaths and around
650 new infections have been reported
in the past few weeks.
A total of 643 new cases were confirmed in the last two weeks only. The
ministry said the majority of cases
confirmed in the past few weeks were
symptomatic.
A total of 4,768 positive cases were
reported in all eight districts of the
province as of August 1; among them,
around 3,100 patients have returned
home after treatment, said the provincial ministry.
C M Y K
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Political drama in Nepal
The political spectacle
overwhelming public
discourse has all the
components of a theatre play.
ABHI SUBEDI

WORDS &
ECHOES

I am writing this story not as a political analyst, which I am not, but as a
playwright who is associated with theatre and performance. My interests
are primarily artistic and humanistic.
But anything that suggests dramatic
or performative quality naturally
draws the attention of those doing the
theatre karma. Recently, the Nepali
political imbroglio has moved from
simple political quotidian reality to a
realm of entangled dramatic acts. The
daily rounds of political debates,
actions and stories of in-fighting,
which happen within the ruling Nepal
Communist Party, overshadows other
political dramas that happen in Nepal.
The opposition, Nepali Congress, generates news about the minuscule political drama that is staged sometimes in
the closet and occasionally in their
party office—donated by a generous
woman who had a staunch faith in the
democratic principles espoused by the
party. The stage of the communist
party is the prime minister’s residence in Baluwatar, a non-descript
structure that does not show much in
terms of architectural originality or
surprises. Normally, the stages used
by political parties are the open
forums and other halls where they
gather to accomplish their programmes. That means the favourite
forms of the political parties even
before the Covid-19 situation were
closet dramas; they performed them
in small spaces, in the prime minister’s residence or in the houses of
some of the main characters of the
drama.
But judging from the daily news
stories, we can say these performances are mostly farcical. But there are
some caveats. We are condemned to
witness or follow those dramas
because they are squarely related to
our karma and life. The parties are the
rulers and they are making decisions
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that affect our lives. I want to recall
what Marx has said about such dramas. I want to present the gist of such
a drama from his famous book The
Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis
Napoleon. Marx says the revolution
has cyclic motion. And the karma of
the revolutionary is to act with the
belief that such drama has repetitive
character. Indicating that Marx says
history repeats itself. Napoleon imitated ditto the coronation paraphernalia of the previous emperors. Citing
Hegel, Marx adds history repeats
twice—first as tragedy and then as
farce. People who repeat history
indulge in all kinds of rehearsals by

wearing the dresses of the past. None
of these dramas are original; they are
only repetitive. For that we need characters who are vying to get the upper
hand in the conflict; these characters
act not only in reality but also in melodrama.
The Nepali Marxists are familiar
with the tragic part of the drama. But
people who accepted the process of
history even appeared to forget their
sufferings hoping that they will ameliorate the condition of the people
who will then see the tragic times differently. But what we see here, as
Marx said, is that history is repeating
itself as a farce, burlesque or joke. We

do not have to go very far to see it. We
can understand, hear this from the
leaders of the ruling party each day. I
am getting very tempted to write a
play by using that. But underneath it
all is hidden the tragic drama that the
people of Nepal have experienced
themselves. I would think the communist party that has such a wide network in the country should have
engaged in helping the poor, the
disenfranchised, the marginalised
and those whose miseries have
increased as a result of the rampant,
institutionalised and brazen drama of
corruption.
I want to draw some comparisons

between the political drama that we
performed and the political drama
that the custodians of the current
period of history are performing.
Nepali political drama followed the
culmination of the Panchayat system
and its downfall. A group of young
theatre people known as Sarwanam
decided to bring the drama to the
street to make the political message
more obtrusive. They came up with
two plays written by the young playwright Ashesh Malla and performed
by a cohort of other young theatre
people who later formed their own
groups, which I have written in detail
in my book Nepali Theatre As I See It

(2007). The group decided to fully
bring the theatre to the street by performing two plays—Hami Basanta
Khojiraheka Chhaun and Samapta
at
the
Asamapta—performed
Coronation Garden, Kirtipur to a
group of university students in 1982
(on 20 Bhadau 2039 BS). The people’s
movement against the panchayati raj
was gathering momentum. These
plays were disrupted by the administration.
In addition to these two plays were
others of a similar vein at other periods in time. I wrote plays with political themes during the time of the
insurgency; they were staged at
Gurukul Theatre and directed mostly
by Sunil Pokharel and some by Nisha
Sharma, Pushkar Gurung, Shiva Rijal
and Yubaraj Ghimire. Several political dramas were and are staged by
different theatre groups led by the
younger generation. I do not have
space to discuss the continuing process.
The political drama that I am trying
to mention here gives rise to a problem that we have been discussing with
university students. A political drama
that is created for performance is different from the political drama that
the politicians create through their
actions. But these creations, though
they are chaotic, warrant some serious attention because they have the
necessary accoutrements of a drama.
For example, if you look at the drama
going on now within and concerning
the Nepal Communist Party, you can
see the major and minor characters
there. The major characters compete
for domination. They speak and others either support them in chorus or
express their differences. There are
audiences who comprise the anxious
people looking at the results of political drama. We are that audience who
always look to see whether the drama
is lost in chaos or moving towards a
denouement. We no longer rely on the
old absolute category of tragedy, comedy or farce in modern dramas
because it is very hard to distinguish
them. Nonetheless, we can see that
these political burlesques, as Hegel
and Marx say, remind us of the tragedy that people have suffered. But they
are practising the drama totally
unmindful of its impact.
Leaving the students to study the
liminal crisis suffered by the political
parties in their struggle to cross the
corridors of history, what I want to
say in the end is that Nepali political
drama is entering zones of greater
uncertainty.

Say no to coronavirus stigmatisation
Misinformation and
prejudice during a pandemic
may be more dangerous
than the pandemic itself.
SUBIDHA PARAJULI

First identified in December 2019 in
Wuhan, China, SARS-CoV-2 has seriously affected the way humans live
and interact. In Nepal, the first case of
Covid-19 was reported on January 23,
2020, but strict precautionary measures were only implemented after the
detection of the next few cases, in late
March. Even though the Cabinet
decided to end the 120-day lockdown
on July 21, this does not mean that the
pandemic has suddenly ended. Rather,
both the imposition and retraction of
this shutdown have been controversial—and separate from the trend of
Covid-19 infections in the country.
But the direct effects of the disease
caused by the novel coronavirus is
just one of a myriad of ways this
virus has affected life everywhere.
There is an increase in stress, uncertainty and despair, as well as a trend
in stigmatising those who have been
impacted terribly by the virus. The
usual social ills—discrimination
based on caste and creed—have now
been complemented by prejudice
based on the results of a virus test.
In Nepal, prejudice against health
workers, patients and returning
out-migrants have been heightened.
Misinformation has added further
challenges, which will only undermine the battle against Covid-19.
Lack of compassion
Several reports have come up highlighting prejudicial behaviour against
healthcare professionals in Nepal.
These are the people who work day
and night for the well-being of others.
But people do not seem to understand
the added risk health workers are taking for societal welfare. In Udaypur—
the epicentre of the Covid-19 outbreak
in Nepal—healthcare workers have
been at times deprived of opportunities to secure food and accommodation and are treated as outcasts. Many
health workers working in urban
areas of the country find accommodation in the staff quarters of govern-
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ment institutions, but those working
in remote areas are deprived of such
facilities and the situation is even
direr. Medical staff working in different parts of Nepal have also been
prompted to pick between their
rented room and the hospital they
work in due to ill-treatment by their
landlords. The stigmatisation of those
rendering direct medical assistance
will only undermine the battle against
Covid-19 whereas being humane
towards them can only help us
combat it.
Another problem is the stigma and

ostracisation that patients with Covid19, or those who are recovering from
the disease, face. Despite the fact that
such individuals are totally under
medical supervision and follow proper
protocols, members of the community
are frightened for themselves and are
ready to go any extent to prevent them
from entering their common space—
without caring for the sentiment of
those afflicted. The dehumanisation
has gone on to set a case of hysteria
every time a high risk professional—
be it doctor or pilot—receives a
false-positive result. The Ministry of

Health and Population had even stated
that coronavirus infected individuals
with mild symptoms can stay in home
isolation. But communities have
begun to show just how intolerant
they can be, ignoring even science-based assurances.
Since the outbreak began, there has
also been an increase in the stigma
against people from abroad. Various
people, especially daily wage workers
who have returned, are facing a sort
of social ostracisation in Tarai. We
need to realise that such returnees
have already had their lives unrav-

elled due to the effects of the pandemic. They are the ones who perhaps
need their kith and kin the most. Yet,
after facing great shocks, they have to
(rightly) stay in isolation upon their
return. Hence, we need to treat both
people with Covid-19 and those that
are quarantined with utmost love and
care. Family members of those in isolation, quarantine or treatment centres may also need additional support
and counselling.
Misinformation is dangerous
We need to realise that the stigma can

even propel people to hide their sickness and prevent them from getting
tested for Covid-19. This will not just
harm them alone but the whole community as well. Covid-19 doesn’t recognise borders, nationality, culture,
race, caste, creed, colour, religion or
wealth. Society’s treatment of those
afflicted should come from a sense of
sympathy and support, not of misdirected hostility.
Discrimination and stigma come
into life by the spread of inaccurate
information. In Nepal, the Muslim
community, in particular, has encountered some added prejudice. There has
been a rise in Islamophobia due to
misinformation. Fake news has
allowed for some Covid-19 cases—not
particularly higher than any other
grouping—stemming from congregations in some mosques to tar Muslims
in general, negating all the relief the
community as a whole has lent in
such trying times. In Nepal, even the
credible newspapers were seen exacerbating stigma in the front page
against people with Covid-19, which in
turn led them to receive hate comments and death threats on social
media.
The novel coronavirus could affect
anyone at any given time. For that
reason, sharing and cross-checking of
only factual data from relevant government authorities and the WHO
should be prioritised. Trusted media
sources must be identified. People
should also be appropriately informed
regarding quarantine and self-isolation and how Covid-19 actually
unfolds.
An additional way of not aggravating the stigma is by being careful
when choosing words to describe the
virus. There is a general consensus
that the novel coronavirus should officially be called SARS-CoV-2. The name
of the major disease that affects those
infected by the virus is Covid-19
(shortened from coronavirus disease
2019). Calling it the Chinese Virus, or
Wuhan Virus, or Asian Virus only
creates divisions at time humanity
should be united. While the virus did
originate in Wuhan, the next pandemic-causing virus may originate anywhere on earth, as previous infectious
diseases have.
There are subtle and underlying
prejudices even in how we address
those affected by Covid-19. Saying
someone is a victim of Covid-19 is
plain wrong. Speaking up against
prejudicial comments should be prioritised; responsible members of society
must speak out and inform their peers
when someone is misinformed.
Parajuli is an op-ed intern at the Post.
C M Y K
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Already struggling to meet targets, Nepal’s footwear
export numbers look at an uncertain future
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The country’s footwear export has
declined by 67.51 percent in the last
five years due to competitive prices in
the international market, lack of technology and skilled manpower, say
manufacturers and traders.
While Nepal exported footwear
worth Rs2.36 billion in the fiscal year
2014-15, the number declined to Rs767
million in the fiscal year 2019-20.
Despite being listed in the Nepal
Trade Integration Strategy, a strategy
created by the government in 2016 to
develop national trade, footwear has
not been able to create comparative
increment in the export year on year
due to many factors.
One of the reasons contributing to
this decline in exports could be
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Nepal exported footwear worth Rs 2.36 billion in the fiscal year 2014-15, this declined to Rs 767 million in the fiscal year 2019-20.
KRISHANA PRASAIN

because local manufacturers have
been focusing on expanding their
domestic market share while putting
the low focus on export, said Krishna
Kumar Phuyal, president of Footwear
Manufacturers’ Association of Nepal.
“Footwear manufacturers are focusing on fulfilling internal demand for
now and export is not our priority
currently which has also declined the
export,” he said.
As part of the strategy, the association had aimed to increase annual
footwear production up to 45 million
and export annual volume over 12 million pairs by 2020 by narrowing the
trade deficit of footwear up to 60 percent in terms of volume and 240 percent in terms of value. The strategy
also aimed to cover the domestic market by 80 percent.
Phuyal said that the country has

been meeting the production target,
producing 40.5 million to 50 million
pairs of footwear.
Currently, domestic footwear has
been fulfilling 65 percent of the total
demand in the country, he said. The
demand for domestic footwear which
was 35-40 percent a few years ago has
increased to 55-60 percent now, he
said. But that does not mean domestically Nepali manufacturers have no
problems: they have to compete with
cheap imported shoes that come in
through the open border.
The country exported footwear of
Rs767 million footwear in the fiscal
year 2019-20, against Rs905 million in
the previous fiscal year 2018-19, a
decline by 15.19 percent.
According to Phuyal, the reason
behind this decline in export numbers
is the Indian government’s decision to

enforce policies that promote its own
footwear brands, discouraging imported footwear.
To add to that, with the spread of
coronavirus in China during the New
Year, the footwear industry has been
struggling to import raw materials, as
most of the raw material is being
imported from China. This has not
only impacted the production and
market domestically but also the
country’s export.
The pandemic has hit the country’s
shoemakers, who were already struggling in a market dominated by
imports while expenditures continue
to mount.
Only 5-10 percent of the total footwear industry are in operation currently due to the lack of manpower,
raw material and market, he said. If
the same situation continues for more

than 10 days it will be difficult for the
entire footwear industry to operate, he
added. There are currently 1,500 large
and small shoe factories in the country, which provide 50,000 jobs, said the
association. The association by 2020
had expected to increase job opportunities to 120,000 employees, but now
that future seems uncertain.
Besides India, Nepal has also been
exporting footwear to countries like
the US, the UK, Denmark, Switzerland,
Germany, Japan, Australia and
Bhutan.
As for imports, the country imported footwear of Rs5.28 billion in the last
fiscal year while the figures stood at
Rs7.51 billion in the previous fiscal
year. China and India are major footwear exporters for Nepal. Shoes are
also imported from Thailand, Vietnam
and Indonesia.

India’s June crude oil imports lowest Apple’s Taiwan suppliers,
Samsung apply for India’s
in over five years; exports dip
smartphone scheme
REUTERS
NEW DELHI, AUG 1

Microsoft weighs
TikTok purchase
as ad business
flattens out
REUTERS
CALIFORNIA, AUG 1

Microsoft Corp could re-energize its
advertising business with a huge supply of video if it follows through on
acquiring TikTok’s US operations
from ByteDance.
Reuters reported on Friday, citing a
source familiar with the matter that
Microsoft is in exploratory deal talks
as the US government prepares to
force China-based ByteDance to divest
its video app TikTok over data security concerns.
Microsoft generates the bulk of its
$143 billion in annual revenue by
licensing software such as Windows
and Office as well as cloud storage and
computing tools through its Azure
service.
The company, with advertising
supported businesses including its
Bing search engine, MSN news service and LinkedIn business social
network, disclosed this month that
its search ads sales grew 1 percent
to $7.7 billion over the last year. But
that growth was flat when excluding
fees it pays to partner websites
and apps.
The
ad
market
research
company eMarketer has estimated
LinkedIn’s ad revenue at about
$2 billion annually in the United
States alone.
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India’s crude oil imports fell in June
to their lowest level since February
2015, while year-on-year refined product exports declined for the first time
in almost a year, government data
showed on Friday.
Crude oil imports last month
dropped about 19 percent from
a year earlier to 13.68 million
tonnes, down for a third straight
month, data from the Petroleum
Planning and Analysis Cell (PPAC) of
the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural
Gas showed.
“This is likely driven by not yet
fully recovered oil demand and expectation that it might take longer to have
Indian oil demand rising strongly
again,” said UBS analyst Giovanni
Staunovo.
“Together with higher crude
imports at the start of the year,

Oil product exports
fell about 6 percent,
their first year-onyear fall since
August 2019.
crude tanks are still well filled, reducing the need to import more crude
for now.”
Fuel demand in India, the world’s
third-biggest oil importer and consumer, fell 7.8 percent in June compared with a year earlier as surging
coronavirus cases and rising retail
prices hammered demand.
“India’s fuel demand recovery will
continue to stall as coronavirus cases
continue to skyrocket,” said OANDA
senior market analyst Edward Moya.

India’s tally of Covid-19 cases
jumped by a record 55,078 on Friday to
1.64 million in India.
Oil product exports fell about 6 percent, their first year-on-year fall
since August 2019, primarily driven by
declining diesel exports, which slid to
their lowest since April last year.
Shipments of diesel also registered
their first year-on-year decline since
August last year, falling 5.7 percent to
2.09 million tonnes.
“To contain the rising inventories,
some refineries are now planning
to conduct maintenance and shutdowns in late third quarter of 2020,
which will likely keep exports in
check,” said Aaron Cheong, oil product analyst at consultancy Energy
Aspects.
The country’s top refiner, Indian Oil
Corp, said it would continue to operate
its refineries below capacity in 2020/21
as it expected local and overseas fuel
demand to remain subdued.

Apple Inc’s Taiwan contract manufacturers Foxconn, Wistron Corp and
Pegatron Corp have applied for India’s
$6.65 billion (5.08 billion pounds)
scheme to boost local smartphone
manufacturing, the country’s tech
minister said on Saturday.
The production-linked incentive
(PLI) plan offers companies cash
incentives on additional sales of
devices made locally over five years,
with 2019-2020 as the base year. India
hopes it will help turn the country
into a global smartphone export hub
like neighbouring China.
Apple already assembles some its
smartphones, including the iPhone 11,
via Foxconn and Wistron’s local unit
in two southern Indian states.
Pegatron, one of Apple’s top suppliers, has yet to open a plant in India,
but is in talks with various states to
set up operations, according to
sources.
South Korea’s Samsung Electronics
Co Ltd has also applied for PLIs, technology minister Ravi Shankar Prasad
told a news conference.

Samsung runs what it calls the
world’s biggest mobile phone manufacturing plant on the outskirts
of the Indian capital, New Delhi.
It also exports devices made at the
plant.
Lava, which once also assembled
some models for China’s Lenovo, was
among the Indian companies which
had applied for the scheme, Prasad
added.
India’s smartphone sector is a
bright spot in the South Asian nation’s
economy, thanks to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s emphasis on local
manufacturing in a bid to create
jobs.
With more than 1 billion wireless
subscribers and roughly 350 million
users still on basic phones, India
offers huge room for growth to smartphone makers.
Its labour, which is cheaper than
China’s, also allows companies to produce or assemble at lower costs.
And companies are ramping up.
Foxconn said it plans to invest
up to $1 billion to expand a factory
in Tamil Nadu state where it assembles iPhones, sources told Reuters
last month.
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People wearing masks are seen at the lobby of Foxconn’s office in Taipei, Taiwan.

Sleepy lions, empty bars, lost jobs: A world without tourism
ASSOCIATED PRESS
PARIS, AUG 1
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A stray dog stands in front of a shuttered luxury hotel on the popular tourist island of Koh
Phangan, Thailand.

With no American visitors to show
around the D-Day beaches or the Loire
Valley’s chateaux, and no work on the
immediate horizon, Paris tour guide
Linda Zenou frets about how she’ll
pay off a loan and continue to care for
her ailing mother in the achingly lean
months ahead.
“My situation is going to become
completely inextricable,” she said.
“We have nothing to live on.”
For growing numbers of businesses
and individuals who depend on the
global tourism industry, the question
is not so much when the coronavirus
pandemic will end but how and if
they’ll survive until business picks up.
In trying to fend off the virus, countries that put up entry barriers to
tourists have done so at a mounting
cost to themselves and others.
“It’s now survival of the fittest,”
said Johann Krige, CEO of the
Kanonkop wine estate in South Africa,
where the drying up of wine-tasting
tourists threatens dozens of wine
farms around the historic town of
Stellenbosch, near Cape Town.
“A lot of them are going to go under
because they just don’t have sufficient
cash flow,” Krige said.
Around the world, travel amid the
pandemic is becoming a story of tentative steps forward in some places,
but punishing steps back elsewhere,
of “yes” to letting back visitors from

places faring somewhat better against
Covid-19 but not from others where
outbreaks are flaring.
The result is an ever-evolving global
mishmash of restrictions and quarantines, all of which are providing zero
long-term visibility for businesses trying to make payrolls and for everyone
in the industry from trinket sellers to
luxury hotels.
In Australia, the government of
Queensland, home to the Great
Barrier Reef, barred visitors from
Sydney starting Saturday because of a
growing outbreak in the country’s
largest city. Queensland tourism official Brett Kapernick predicted that
could cost some businesses a 40 percent plunge in revenue.
“With this pandemic, the situation
becomes fluid and therefore evolves
weekly,” Kapernick said. “A week ago,
we didn’t think we’d be facing a border closed to Sydney.”
While the Indonesian resort island
of Bali tentatively opened up to
domestic visitors on Friday, the beaches of Da Nang in Vietnam were deserted. The city locked down Tuesday to
contain a cluster of nearly 100 cases.
Shorn of tourism’s lifeblood, some
businesses already look doomed.
Many of the luxury hotels in Rome’s
historic centre didn’t reopen in the
late spring when Italy started allowing arrivals from elsewhere in the
European Union and other select
nations. Early in the pandemic,
Italians who for years worked as din-

ing room staff, cooks or maids at
hotels instead sought farm work, picking fruit and vegetables.
On Portugal’s Algarve coast, individual catastrophes also loom for the
staffs of empty hotels, bars and restaurants which are losing hope that
tourists will return quickly enough
to keep them afloat. In a region
almost entirely reliant on tourism, the
unemployment rate has already
jumped 230 percent.
And in Oxford, England, tour operator Frederick Laurie is clinging to
British “stay-cationers,” optimistically describing them as “green shoots”
in an otherwise bleak year. He concedes that their numbers will never
make up for the ruinous plunge in
foreign visitors who once thronged
the university town before the coronavirus chased them away.
“It’s an extremely difficult time for
us,” he says. His decade-old company,
Footprints Tours, has seen revenues
collapse by 70 percent.
Losses globally are counted in the
billions. Percentage drops in visitor
numbers are often double-digits.
Tourism income in South Africa was
down 98 percent in May compared
with the same month last year, the
Tourism Business Council says, and
over half a million jobs in its sector
are at risk.
Governments in countries heavily
reliant on tourism are trying to use
bailouts to keep businesses afloat.
Thailand’s Cabinet this week approved

projects worth more than $700 million
for the tourism industry. Bulgaria
is offering tax breaks and job subsidies to shore up its tourism sector
bracing for huge cuts in its workforce
of 290,000. Hotel owners lament that
they have more employees than
patrons at Bulgaria’s biggest sea
resort, Sunny Beach.
The Caribbean’s dozens of islands
depend on tourism for between 20 percent to 80 percent of their GDP but
hotel occupancy across the region is
now less than 10 percent, officials say.
To make up for lost tourism, Barbados
is offering a year-long visa for people
who want to move to the island temporarily and work from home close to
the beach.
The bright spots of the global
pandemic are few and far between.
Among them: locals who are unable
or reluctant to travel are rediscovering attractions where foreign tourists
used to jostle for elbow space.
Animals have South Africa’s world-famous wildlife parks largely to themselves because of lockdown rules
that barred international tourists
and made it illegal for South Africans
to travel between provinces for
vacations.
At the Kruger National Park, lions
sleep undisturbed on the roads and
roam around empty lodges, while elephants meander as they please.
At the Louvre Museum in Paris, it’s
now possible to calmly contemplate
the works.
C M Y K
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US wary of Chinese
and Russian vaccines

BRIEFING
UAE starts up first Arab
nuclear plant
ABU DHABI: The oil-rich United Arab
Emirates on Saturday announced the
startup of its Barakah nuclear power
plant, scoring another first for
the Arab world. The announcement,
coinciding with the Muslim holiday
of Eid al-Adha, comes hot on the
heels of the UAE’s launch of the
Arab world’s first probe to Mars.
“UAE first nuclear reactor at the
Barakah Nuclear Energy Plant has
achieved first criticality and successfully started up,” tweeted Hamad
Alkaabi, the country’s representative
to the International Atomic Energy
Agency. “This is a historic milestone
for the nation with a vision set to
deliver a new form of clean energy
for the nation,” he tweeted in
English, along with a photograph
of technicians raising their arms in
celebration.

Several Chinese companies are trying to develop immunity
to the disease, Russia has set a target date of September.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
WASHINGTON, AUG 1

Trump: Federal agents to stay
in Portland for ‘cleanup’
WASHINGTON: US federal officers will
stay in the protest-wracked city of
Portland until local law enforcement
officials finish a “cleanup of anarchists and agitators”, President
Donald Trump said. The forces—
whose deployment was seen by many
as part of the president’s law-and-order strategy for re-election and exacerbated tensions between authorities
and anti-racism protesters—had been
scheduled to begin their phased pullout from Portland on Thursday.
Trump tweeted late Friday:
“Homeland Security is not leaving
Portland until local police complete
cleanup of Anarchists and
Agitators!” Hundreds of demonstrators were still on the streets of
downtown Portland on Saturday
morning, without any federal law
enforcement in sight.

Afghanistan and Pakistan say
22 die in border clashes
KABUL/QUETTA: Afghanistan has
accused Pakistan of killing 15 civilians during clashes at a border crossing where crowds were jostling to
cross for the Muslim festival of Eid
al-Adha. On Pakistan’s side, hospital
officials reported seven deaths from
the flare-up between the Asian neighbours who are U.S. allies but often
trade accusations of backing militants. The governor of Afghanistan’s
southeastern Kandahar province,
Hayatullah Hayat, said shells fell on
homes in the border town Spin
Boldak, with women and children
among 15 dead and 80 hurt, during
the clashes between both nations’
security forces. In Pakistan, medics
said seven people had died and 31
were brought in with bullet wounds.
The violence flared when crowds
waiting to cross into Afghanistan
became unruly and attacked
Pakistani installations, said a
senior official in the Pakistani border
(AGENCIES)
town Chaman.

AP/RSS

Youngsters wave while travelling on a three-wheeler on the first-day of Eid al-Adha holidays, in Peshawar, Pakistan, on Saturday.

US hits China for rights
abuses in Xinjiang
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON, AUG 1

The Trump administration took
new aim at China on Friday by
imposing sanctions on a major paramilitary organisation in the country’s
western Xinjiang region and its commander for alleged human rights
abuses against ethnic and religious
minorities.
The State and Treasury departments announced the penalties as the
White House denounced authorities
in Hong Kong for postponing local
government elections ostensibly
because of the coronavirus pandemic.
Criticism of the election delay, which
Beijing approved, also came just a day
after President Donald Trump suggested putting off November’s US
presidential vote.
The sanctions, which freeze any
assets the targets may have in US
jurisdictions and perhaps more significantly bar Americans from doing
business with them, hit the Xinjiang
Production and Construction Corps,
its commander and former political
commissar for alleged abuses
against Uighur Muslims, including
mass arbitrary detentions, forced
labour and torture.
The production and construction
corps is a major operation consisting
of 14 military-style divisions that

reports to the Chinese Communist
Party and is in charge of billions of
dollars in development projects in
Xinjiang, including mining and energy exploration.
“The United States is committed to
using the full breadth of its financial
powers to hold human rights abusers
accountable in Xinjiang and across
the world,” Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin said in a statement.
The sanctions were imposed
under the Global Magnitsky Act,
which provides authority for the
administration to penalise human
rights abusers abroad.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
said the two officials targeted—
the commander, Peng Jiarui, and
the former commissar, Sun Jinlong—
would also be subject to US visa
restrictions.
The Trump administration has
previously sanctioned other officials
in Xinjiang subjecting them to travel
bans.
Meanwhile, the White House lashed
out at the postponement of the upcoming Hong Kong elections in comments
likely to draw accusations of hypocrisy from China after Trump’s tweeted
suggestion on Thursday that the US
elections be postponed to prevent
fraud from mail-in ballots expected to
flood the polls because of the virus
outbreak.

James Murdoch
resigns from news
publisher News
Corp’s board
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON, AUG 1

News Corp founder Rupert Murdoch’s
son James is resigning from the family-controlled publisher’s board over
content appearing in its newspapers,
which include the Wall Street Journal
and the New York Post.
“My resignation is due to
disagreements over certain editorial
content published by the Company’s
news outlets and certain other strategic decisions,” James Murdoch wrote
Friday in a brief letter to News
Corp’s board that the company
made public. The resignation was
effective Friday.
James is known as the more
liberal Murdoch brother. His more
conservative sibling, Lachlan, is
the heir apparent to New Corp
Executive Chairman Rupert and is
co-chairman of News Corp Lachlan is
also executive chairman and CEO of
Fox Corp, home to conservative
news network Fox News, the Fox
broadcast and sports networks and
local TV stations.
New York-based News Corp also
publishes major papers in Australia
and the UK and owns the HarperCollins
book publisher.

America’s top infectious diseases official has raised concerns over the safety of Covid-19 vaccines being developed by China and Russia as the
world scrambles for answers to a
pandemic the WHO warned will be felt
for decades.
Six months after the World Health
Organization declared a global emergency, the novel coronavirus has
killed at least 679,000 people and
infected at least 17.9 million, according to an AFP tally.
As countries across Western Europe
announced new lockdowns and reported historic economic slumps, the UN
health body said the pandemic was a
“once-in-a-century” crisis and its fallout would be felt for decades.
Several Chinese companies are at
the forefront of the race to develop an
immunity to the disease and Russia
has set a target date of September to
roll out its own vaccine.
But US infectious disease expert
Anthony Fauci said it was unlikely
his country would use any vaccine
developed in either country, where
regulatory systems are far more
opaque than they are in the West.
“I do hope that the Chinese and the
Russians are actually testing the vaccine before they are administering the
vaccine to anyone,” he told a US
Congressional hearing on Friday.
“Claims of having a vaccine ready
to distribute before you do testing, I
think, is problematic, at best.”
In east Asia, meanwhile, territories
that saw success in tackling the early
wave of the coronavirus are now confronting worrying new spikes.
Japan’s Okinawa declared a state of
emergency on Saturday after a record
jump in cases on the island—many
linked to US military forces stationed
there—while Hong Kong opened a new
makeshift hospital to house Covid-19
patients.
The finance hub had been a poster
child for tackling the coronavirus,

with local transmissions all but ended
by early summer.
But since July daily cases have
risen to record highs, partly brought
in by the tens of thousands of people
who were exempted from a mandatory
quarantine imposed on most arrivals.
France, Spain, Portugal and Italy all
reported huge contractions in their
economies for the April-June quarter,
while Europe as a whole saw gross
domestic product fall by 12.1 percent.
In a sign of the trade-offs
being forced on European governments, Britain imposed new lockdowns Friday on millions of households in northern England.
With large Muslim populations in
those areas, the ban was painfully
timed, on the eve of the Eid-al-Adha
festival.
Meanwhile, in the United States—
the world’s biggest economy and hardest-hit nation—jobless Americans
were bracing for an end to extra unemployment payments of $600 a week
after Congress failed to reach a deal
on extending benefits.
Fresh off a bout of Covid-19, Brazil’s
President Jair Bolsonaro said Friday
nearly everyone will probably end up
catching the new coronavirus, urging
Brazilians to “face up to it” and saying
there was nothing to fear.
His comments came as Brazil’s
death toll closes on 100,000.
In South Korea the elderly leader of
a secretive sect at the center of the
country’s early coronavirus outbreak
was arrested on Saturday for allegedly
hindering the government’s effort to
contain the epidemic.
People linked to Lee Man-hee’s
Shincheonji Church of Jesus accounted for more than half of the South’s
coronavirus cases in February and
March, when the country was enduring one of the worst early outbreaks
in the world.
The South has since been returning
largely to normal, appearing to have
brought the outbreak under control
with an extensive “trace, test and
treat” programme.

AP/RSS

Dr Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, is
sworn in before a House Subcommittee on the Coronavirus crisis hearing, on Friday.

Study points to race, equipment access
for higher coronavirus risk in health staff
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
PARIS, AUG 1

Researchers raised fears that “systematic racism” in the provision of
protective equipment was putting
minority health workers at greater
risk on Friday, as a study showed
higher coronavirus infection rates
among British and American medical staff.
The report, published in The
Lancet Public Health journal,
found that frontline healthcare
workers were over three times
more likely to test positive than
the general population early in the
pandemic, with the rate rising to
five times for ethnic minority medical staff.
Researchers from the US looked
at data from almost 100,000 healthcare workers in Britain and the
United States taken from self-reported information on the Covid
Symptoms Study smartphone app
between March 24 and April 23.
They found that the prevalence
of infection among frontline care

AP/RSS

A person is tested for Covid-19 on July 28 at Cesar Chavez City Park in Phoenix, Arizona.
workers was 2,747 per 100,000 app
users, compared with 242 per
100,000 in the general community.
When they took into account the
health workers’ greater access to

testing, the researchers estimated
that frontline medical workers
were around 3.4 times more likely
to test positive for Covid-19 than
app users in the wider population.
After accounting for pre-existing
medical
conditions, researchers
estimated
that
healthcare workers from black,
Asian and minority ethnic (BAME)
backgrounds were
almost five times
more likely to
report a positive
Covid-19
result
than
somebody
from the general
community.
The study also
found that frontline
healthcare
workers who said
they did not have
sufficient protective equipment—
like masks, gloves

and gowns—were 1.3 times
more likely to test positive than
those who said they had the proper
equipment.
“Our results underscore the
importance of providing adequate
access to PPE and also suggest
that systemic racism associated
with inequalities to access PPE
likely contribute to the disproportionate risk of infection among
minority frontline healthcare
workers,” said senior author
Andrew Chan, of Massachusetts
General Hospital.
Minority healthcare workers
were “more likely to work in highrisk clinical settings, with known
or suspected Covid patients, and
had less access to adequate PPE”,
said co-author Erica Warner of
Harvard Medical School.
Around one in three BAME
healthcare workers reported that
they had needed to re-use protective equipment, or had been provided with inadequate PPE (36.7 percent), compared with around one in
four non-Hispanic white care workers (27.7 percent).
Researchers cautioned that the
data was collected at a time of global PPE shortages, so the risks may
have changed.
The study looked at some 2.1 million app users, mainly from
Britain, of which 99,795 people
identified themselves as frontline
healthcare workers.
It recorded 5,545 positive Covid19 tests during the period.
Chan said the research builds on
initial estimates that frontline
healthcare workers could account
for 10 to 20 percent of all virus
diagnoses.
In
a
commentary
Linda
McCauley from Emory University,
who was not involved in the study,
said the findings were “concerning”, adding that many governments around the world “have not
adequately improved healthcare
workers’ access to PPE”.
C M Y K
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BRIEFING
Captain Chemjong named
brand ambassador
LALITPUR: Orthoplast Rehab Center
Pvt Ltd has named national football
team captain Kiran Chemjong as its
brand ambassador for a year. The
physical therapy clinic based in
Gwarkho, Lalitpur will provide the
30-year-old goalkeeper and his family
members with a service worth
Rs 200,000 and a 50 percent discount
on all kinds of laboratory tests, the
rehab center said on Saturday. It is
the country’s first clinic to offer
sports rehabilitation service.
According to the rehab center, it will
offer a 40 percent discount to all
national players of any sports discipline and a 30 percent discount to
other players in physiotherapy service. The center also said it plans to
open a sports injury recovery facility
in the near future. (SB)

Nepal’s home fixtures still uncertain
due to coronavirus fears

PSG lift
League Cup

Nepal scheduled to host Taipei, Australia and Jordan. FIFA to make confirmation only after assessment of situation in Nepal.

PARIS, AUG 1

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Denly ruled out of
Ireland ODI series
LONDON: England batsman Joe Denly
was Friday ruled out of the two
remaining one-day internationals
against Ireland because of a back
injury. The 34-year-old missed
England’s opening six-wicket win on
Thursday after suffering spasms in
training on the eve of the match. He
has failed to recover and will be
replaced in the squad by Liam
Livingstone. Denly lost his place in
the England Test squad earlier this
season after a poor performance in
the first Test against the West Indies
which the tourists won. (AFP)

Tokyo Olympic Stadium
to host athletics in August
TOKYO: Tokyo’s new Olympic Stadium
will host its first track and field meeting on 23 August, exactly two weeks
after the 2020 Games’ athletics were
due to end, World Athletics announced on Friday. The field will be largely made up of Japanese or Japanbased athletes. “Given the travel
restrictions that Japan currently
faces, the meeting will be largely a
national competition, while a few
Kenyan and Ethiopian athletes who
compete for Japanese professional
clubs may also take part,” global governing body World Athletics said in a
statement. (AFP)

Cameroon 1990 World Cup
captain dies at 57
DOUALA: Stephen Tataw, who captained Cameroon to a landmark place
in 1990 World Cup quarter-finals, died
on Friday after an illness, the country’s football federation announced.
He was 57. Tataw died this morning
in Yaounde following an illness,
Fecafoot wrote on Twitter. Tataw was
the Cameroon captain when the team
made the last eight at the World Cup
in Italy 30 years ago. (AFP)

POST PHOTO: HEMANTA SHRESTHA

A file photo shows members of the national football team during a training session at the ANFA Complex in Satdobato, Lalitpur.
PRAJWAL OLI
KATHMANDU, AUG 1

Nepal’s revised fixtures for the Asian
qualifiers of FIFA World Cup 2022
and AFC Asian Cup 2023, postponed
due to Covid-19 pandemic, are still
uncertain although the Asain Football
Confederation has published the
revised fixtures dates.
Nepal are set to play the remaining
three home matches of Group B
against Chinese Taipei, Australia and
Jordan by November 12 with the first
on October 8. But the FIFA and AFC
will finalise the matches only after
assessment of the home country’s situation, according Indraman Tuladhar,
general secretary of the All Nepal
Football Association (ANFA).
“Our responsibility is to update
them about the situation of Covid-19
in the country. It is up to them to
decide if the matches will take place
on the revised dates or not. But it has
already been postponed for a long time
and they are in a hurry to hold the
games,” said Tuladhar.
Had the matches take place as per
the original fixture dates Nepal should
have played those three remaining
matches by June 9.
“We will follow all the safety regulations and guidelines set by FIFA and
AFC. But If FIFA and AFC conclude
that the situation is not favourable to
host the event in Nepal then fixtures

will be further postponed,” added
Tuladhar. Though shifting matches to
neutral venues could be an option,
Tuladhar sees very slim chances of it.
“Other countries are also equally
affected by the pandemic, so I don’t
think the matches would be shifted to
neutral venues,” he said.
Apart from Chinese Taipei,
Australia and Jordan, the five team
group also consists of Kuwait. Nepal
played their first four matches of the
qualifiers at away venues due to unavailability of a stadium that met
international standards. The only
international stadium—Dasharath
Stadium was undergoing renovation
after the April 2015 earthquake and
also for the South Asian Games held
in December last year.
Nepal had to play their home match
against Kuwait on November 19 last
year at a neutral venue in Thimphu,
Bhutan after the AFC inspection team
adjudged under-renovation stadium
unfit to host the international games.
National team’s key member Sujal
Shrestha believes that playing at home
ground makes a big difference.
“Playing at home ground and familiar
conditions is always an advantage.
It makes home team players mentally strong and playing in front of home
supporters adds to the strength of the
team,” said Shrestha who plays as a
winger in ‘A’ Division League winners
Machhindra Club.

Meanwhile, ANFA have called 34
players for the preliminary selection
of the national squad in preparation
for the remaining qualifiers. All but
one have reported to the camp.
“The players belonging to departmental teams (Police, Army and
Armed Police Force) and those who
have their house or rented rooms in
Kathmandu have been asked to
self-quarantine. ANFA will arrange
for quarantine at hotels for eight players who do not have rooms in
Kathmandu,” said national team manager Madhu Sudhan Upadhyaya.
ANFA have announced the start of
the national team training from
August 17. In preparation, it is planning to conduct PCR tests of all 34
players, coaches and other staff to be
involved during the training.
“We are in consultation with doctors and they have suggested us to
keep players in separate quarantine
rather than single quarantine in the
initial phase,” said Upadhyaya.
“The PCR test will be conducted by
August 8 of late and the players will be
kept together at ANFA hostel after the
results of the test.”
Despite the plans to start training
after two weeks, national team head
coach Johan Kalin is still at his home
country Sweden. “As of now, his
return to Nepal is uncertain, because
the Swedish government has imposed
travel restrictions to Nepal. We are in

touch with him and he will return
once the travel restriction is lifted by
Sweden. His deputy Kiran Shrestha
and goalkeeping coach Bikash Malla
will conduct training in his absence,”
said Upadhyaya.
Nepal have lost 7-0 to Kuwait, 5-0 to
Australia and 3-0 to Jordan in their
away matches before beating Chinese
Taipei 2-0 in their second match of the
campaign. In Nepal’s home match
played at a neutral venue in Thimphu
they were defeated 1-0 by Kuwait.
Australia occupy top spot in the group
with 12 points winning all four matches while Nepal are fourth in the five
team group with three points.
The double round-robin qualifiers
are being played on home and away
format. As per the new fixture dates,
Nepal are set to host Chinese Taipei
on October 8, Australia on October 13
and Jordan on November 12.
Altogether 40 teams of Asia are
divided into eight groups of five teams
each. The eight group winners and
four best runners-up will secure places to the AFC Asian Cup 2023 Finals in
China as well as the final round of
qualifying for the 2022 FIFA World
Cup in Qatar. The remaining 24, except
for the four bottom placed teams, who
fail to pass the joint qualifiers hurdle
will have another shot at earning tickets to the AFC Asian Cup. These 24
teams will fight it out for another 12
berths for the Asian Cup.

Pablo Sarabia scored the winning penalty in a shoot-out as Paris SaintGermain warmed up for their assault
on the Champions League in Lisbon
by defeating Lyon in Friday’s French
League Cup final to claim another
domestic treble.
The Spaniard’s successful kick
came after Keylor Navas saved from
Bertrand Traore and allowed PSG to
win 6-5 on penalties after the game at
the Stade de France finished 0-0 at the
end of extra time.
The victory comes a week after they
beat Saint-Etienne 1-0 in the French
Cup final, the first competitive match
on French soil since the coronavirus
shutdown. They had previously been
awarded the Ligue 1 title by virtue of
being top when the season was ended
in April with 10 rounds of matches
unplayed because of the health crisis.
Before penalties, Thomas Tuchel’s
team had the better of a terse final on
a sweaty night, but they badly missed
the injured Kylian Mbappe. The
masked France superstar watched
from the stands as Lyon kept PSG at
bay for two hours before having
Brazilian defender Rafael sent off for
chopping down Angel Di Maria on the
edge of the box late in extra time.
Mbappe was injured in last week’s
French Cup final, suffering a sprained
ankle. He has been ruled out for three
weeks, meaning he will miss the
Champions League quarter-final
against Atalanta in Lisbon on
August 12.
PSG are desperate for tangible success in Europe but on this evidence
they still have some rust to shake off
before being ready for that test. This is
the Qatar-owned club’s fourth treble
in the last six years, but the League
Cup, an unloved competition, will be
discontinued next season.
Both of these teams must fear being
at a disadvantage in the latter stages
of the Champions League though
after France opted against restarting
its league season, unlike the other
major European leagues. As a consequence, the two cup finals are the only
competitive match practice PSG will
have managed in five months before
facing Atalanta.
This was Lyon’s one and only competitive game since early March before
they make a daunting trip to Turin to
play Juventus in their Champions
League last 16 second leg next Friday.
At least they have a 1-0 lead to defend,
but they will still need to do better
than they fared here.
Lyon, meanwhile, will now not be in
Europe next season for the first time
in 24 years, unless they win the
Champions League. PSG, Marseille
and Rennes will be France’s
representatives in the 2020/21
Champions League, with Reims now
joining Lille and Nice in the Europa
League.

HOROSCOPE
ARIES (March 21-April 19) ***

CANCER (June 22-July 22) **

LIBRA (September 23-October 22) ***

CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19) ****

You might have to regain some headway you lost
over the past few days. It wasn’t your fault that you
fell behind, but it will do you no good to focus on
punishing the real culprit. They’ll get the punishment they deserve.

Any career transition you’re going through right
now could be very exciting, but be careful not to
equate career change with career improvement! This
new routine will still become an old routine eventually, no matter how thrilling it is now.

Your generous, caring nature may tempt you to
jump into the fray today. You hope to make peace! But
you should try hard to resist this urge even if you
think resisting will make people think that you’re
selfish.

A surprise encounter with someone from your past
could stir up a lot of emotions. You’ve got to organise
these emotions if you want to get past them. Put
things in perspective. Don’t let your feelings get the
better of you.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) ***

LEO (July 23-August 22) ****

SCORPIO (October 23-November 21) ***

AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18) ***

Put the task of addressing your relationships at the
top of your priority list today. There is a lot going on
with one of your friends, and you have a good idea
what it is. You need to be the proactive one in this
partnership.

If you like what someone is doing today, show
them how much you admire them. Not only will you
make their day, you will also give them some
much-needed support. And you will also get an ego
boost.

Once you understand that a certain someone has
disappointed you over and over again, you’ll finally
see them for who they are. It could now become clear
that they’re simply not the person you thought they
were, and it’s time for you to admit it.

Someone you’ve known for a very long time could
suddenly be seeing you in a brand-new light, and they
could have an unusual question for you. This
exchange might stir up some deep feelings for both
of you.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) ***

VIRGO (August 23-September 22) ****

SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21) ****

PISCES (February 19-March 20) ***

You could get an objective confirmation of how
attractive you really are today when a total stranger
gives you a compliment that makes your day. This
confidence boost will do wonders for your physical
and mental health.

Stick to your own agenda first, even if it requires
you to cause some conflict. Getting along well with
others might be an unrealistic goal today. After all,
you can’t always sacrifice what is best for you in
order to be everyone’s friend.

There is a lot of heavy emotional energy around you,
and it could make you start feeling moody. Don’t
worry about it. So what if you take a little longer to
get going in the morning, or you’re not as talkative
as usual?

Ambition could get in your way because you’re using
it too much! You’re all hot and heavy about a new
plan that you think will get you one step higher on
the career ladder, but have you taken the time to
learn all the facts?
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The fate of Ghanashyam Bista
Through faint consciousness he could feel like he was slowly sliding into a snake’s stomach. The consciousness slipped from him completely.
PRATIK MAINALI

The sound of trees
swaying softly and
the gentle rippling
water woke
Ghanashyam again.

T

he sun, setting almost halfway into the green, golden
hills in the horizon, took
one last longing look at
Naxal Park. Like a kindly
and affectionate aunt waiting for her nephew to walk through
the door, the sun was waiting for
Ghanashyam Bista. It had been a
while since the Sun had seen
Ghanashyam ambling along Naxal
Park. And the sun wondered why. And
was beginning to worry if there was a
gaping chasm between them.
From Naxal Park, the sky was pleasant to look at. The glitter of orange
and red spread across the bluish green
hills and the vast skies.
The sun then began to beam with a
soft glow as its eye caught the sight of
the perfectly spectacular Ghanashyam,
pottering into the park. Naxal park
smiled at the arrival of Ghanashyam.
Painted in the golden sunlight, the
park looked like one beautiful dream.
And briefly, with his hands clasped
behind his back, Ghanashyam
admired the beauty of the setting sun
when the silence was shattered by a
thunderclap in the heavens.
Rain descended into the park with a
giant roar, and pattered menacingly.
The sun, defeated by the sudden darkness of the sky, disappeared.
Bowing gracefully, Ghanashyam
sprinted with that extra spring of an
athlete, and in no time slipped into
Naag Pokhari and rested under a tinroofed seat. Ghanashyam, the marvelous being, with a smile that exited
female affection, looked like a wet rat.
Taking a long foggy gasp,
Ghanashyam reclined on the seat. He
took a deep breath, and looked at the
rain pattering like bullets into the
waters of Naag Pokhari, when a shrill
sound made him jump out of his skin.
He gripped the seat, frightened. His
eyes scanned the trembling darkness.
He could feel something stir, but dismissed it as a lapping of the waves of
Naag Pokhari. He could sense a shapeless shadow creep up near his elbow.
The tin seat cracked and a hand firmly
grasped his. Panic seized Ghanashyam.
He clenched his teeth shut and was
about to utter a shrill cry when another hand covered his mouth and pulled
him towards it. Ghanashyam froze.
The rain had died down and the haunt-
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ed stillness had begun to unnerve him.
The hand pulled him deeper into the
darkness. A sinking feeling, that the
world was slipping from under his feet
filled him, engulfed him. He could feel
the tin roof above him crack and
change shape, as the hand with its
burly strength, drove him deeper into
the earth.
Through faint consciousness he
could feel like he was slowly sliding into
a snake’s stomach. The consciousness
slipped from him completely. And he

soon plunged into a state of unreality.
It was the sound of the trees swaying softly and the gentle rippling of
the pond that woke Ghanashyam.
He got up slowly, and looked into the
clear blue sky with amazement. There
was no tin roof over his head. He
looked around. The pond that rippled
gently beside him was Gahana
Pokhari. He scratched his head and
stared around in bewilderment.
People looked at him with a strange
questioning gaze as they passed by.

Ghanashyam felt his head swim.
Clutching his dizzy head, he stumbled into the road and walked towards
Naxal. It occurred to him that the
strange hand clasping him must’ve
been a grotesque nightmare. But how
had he travelled to Gahana Pokhari
from Naag Pokhari? As he reached
Naxal Park, he found a quiet spot and
sat quietly. Stroking his chin, he began
to put his brilliant mind to work. But
his head was in a fog. That perfectly
wonderful mind of his was refusing to

cooperate. Thinking a bit of exercise
would heighten his senses and clear
his mind, he strolled to and fro, but his
mind failed him. Had he woken in his
sleep and walked to Gahana Pokhari?
Or had someone actually carried him
there? The branches of time swayed to
and fro, and soon the sun was beginning to dive into the sea of hills.
Ghanashyam, in a frightened, thoughtless state, dashed out of the park
towards his home. He entered his
room, slammed the door shut, threw

himself onto his bed and covered himself with sheets. Questions rankled
his brain. Soon, wearied by his fruitless pursuit, his head grew heavy and
he sank into a slumber.
While asleep, he could hear the
walls whispering and the wind whistling through the window.
When he woke up, his stomach was
growling. It was three in the morning.
He toddled to the kitchen and had cereal like he hadn’t eaten in a long time.
Unable to get the evening’s events out
of his mind, he decided to go back to
Naag Pokhari, to examine the place
thoroughly. He entered Naag Pokhari
and crept into the corner stealthily.
The seat with its tin roof was crouched
and seemed to resemble a sort of cage.
The crouched seat seemed to have an
air of restrained hostility and was oozing with violent darkness.
As he moved closer, a nerve began to
twitch on Ghanashyam’s forehead.
Soon the twitch spread down his neck
and began to pound horribly. The
nerve began to tremble like a steel
wire, and he could hear his ear drums
beat. He gripped the pole of the seat. A
dizzying sickness swept over him and
he lost consciousness.
The sound of trees swaying softly
and the gentle rippling water woke
Ghanashyam again.
A man was leaning over him, with
an intense, hostile face.
Ghanashyam looked dazedly at the
man.
“You aren’t supposed to sleep around
here,” the man said with a scoff.
Ghanashyam was about to explain
when the man waved his hand dismissively and added: “Gahana
Pokhari isn’t a hotel.”
“But …,” Ghanashyams eyes widened. His heart jumped to his throat. He
looked around in extreme confusion.
Mainali is a BIBM student at Herald
College, Kathmandu.

Thoughts on a post-Covid world
Some of the changes the world could possibly see after the pandemic is over, and perhaps not everything is as bad as it looks.
technology is a part of life, but overuse of it may also cause us harm.
The pandemic’s effects on our mental health are wide and far reaching.
We human beings are social animals.
The lockdown that had been imposed
on us has kept us away from our family members and friends. It is for our
best that we maintain social distance.
It has affected both our physical and
mental state. Lockdown at first was a
good decision to take but when it kept
extending, it brought our lives to a
standstill. It even led to people to have
depression causing many suicide

Let us come
together for a better
and brighter future
before it is too late.
cases. It was also a way to test ourselves how we cope with the limited
things. There is no denying that this
pandemic will last longer, so we need
to plan to keep our mind focused on

something that will keep our minds
engaged so that we do not think of
things that affect us negatively.
At this hour of crisis, we should be
united and change our attitude. But
over the period, it has been observed
that instead of being united, we are
again getting divided because of
unhealthy politics and egos. Blame
games have started between powerful
countries like the United States and
China. The poor are becoming poorer,
and the healthcare system is inadequate. However, an optimistic view
would be that changes for a better

future will take place after this pandemic is over as we adapt to a new
normal.
Now it is time to maintain equilibrium between nature, progress and
other things. One might have money
and power but in front of a microscopic enemy we the humans are on our
knees. If we do not learn from our
mistakes, all of us will be affected. So,
let us come together for a better and
brighter future before it is too late.
Thapa is a class 10 student at Premier
International School, Lalitpur.
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urrently the world is in
great turmoil due to
the novel coronavirus
(Covid- 19) crisis. Sooner
or later we will overcome this challenge;
however, at present, we have to come
together and fight against this pandemic. Rather than panic or stress
about things that are not under our
control, we should direct our continuous attention towards following a few
basic preventive measures.
The fact is that we cannot go against
nature. Besides the Covid-19 pandemic, the world is suffering from afflictions of natural disasters, poverty,
hunger, and terrorism. Many of these
are a result of mankind’s carelessness
and underestimation.
So, why did the Covid-19 pandemic
spread rapidly? Swift migration of
people from one place to another,
over-crowded restaurants, pubs, clubs,
gyms, avoidable gatherings and our
social behaviour and etiquette caused
the rapid spread of the disease.
Therefore, the time has come for us
to wake up and be alert, without wasting another second.
If we do not change, no force can
save us and this planet. Here, I talk
about some of the changes the world
could possibly see after the pandemic
is over, and perhaps not everything is
as bad as it looks:
Across the world, as a result of global lockdowns, air quality has improved

in many countries and the world
seems to be momentarily free of pollution. A lot of news has been coming in
that has said that the earth is healing
itself. After decades of horror, our
ecosystem is reverting to its original
form. And this pandemic could be an
opportunity for us to correct ourselves.
People across the world have realised that their health is more important and people are more prepared to
combat health crises. Without health,
wealth is but a distant dream, and
people have realised that. Rather than
investing in weapons of mass destruction, on luxury and many other things
we should all provide for public health
and education.
People are regularly washing their
hands and people’s personal hygiene
practices have improved. A valuable
life lesson we have learned because of
this pandemic is that personal hygiene
is vital to prevent all forms of communicable ailments. In Nepal too, there is
a glimmer of hope that the government will prioritise better health care
systems.
Personally, people are getting the
chance to spend some much-needed
family time. People away at foreign
lands are dearly missed and vice
versa. Family members are helping
each other with chores in the house
and this togetherness will yield a
stronger bond between two. Younger
generations are spending their time
with their family rather than spending time on their gadgets. Modern
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